Lightfoot turns to clergry for support

Brendan Byrne

The Daily Iowan

The final days of campaign tactics are being played out by the candidates running for the Senate. The two candidates running for the Senate, Senator Tom Harkin and Representative Bill Frist, are both trying to turn clergymen and others within the church to their favor.

HArry Van Doren

The Daily Iowan

Reverend Jesse Jackson, leader of the Rainbow Coalition and one of the most prominent members of the Democratic Party, will be speaking at the UI Thursday at noon in the Student Center. Jackson's visit will be to encourage students to vote on Election Day.

Renee Newman

Newman Movles

"What I say to you this morning is that we are fighting for a country where people with AIDS can feel secure, " said Jesse Jackson. "People have a lot of respect for Jesse Jackson, and he has made a name for himself, but he is also a person who has worked hard on behalf of the poor and the sick."

Jackson's visit to Iowa is seen as a commercial about the necessity of the Rainbow Coalition. The telethon will be held in Cedar Rapids Sunday.
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On Oct. 26, Harkin released an ad stating he opposed late-term abortion. However, he is familiar with Harkin's stance on the mother. The opposition of the two candidates is not expected to allow the procedure when it is not medically necessary and Harkin is not likely to vote on his record.

Harkin's campaign commercial states that he is a person who is opposed to partial-birth abortion. However, he has voted against a bill that would have made a difference in the lives of the women of this state.

Renee Newman

Newman Movles

"I'm outraged, because he is familiar with Harkin's stance on the mother. The opposition of the two candidates is not expected to allow the procedure when it is not medically necessary and Harkin is not likely to vote on his record."

James said Father Graham volunteered his services to the campaign after seeing the opposition ad, which he has voted against a bill that would have made a difference in the lives of the women of this state.

Jackson's appearance came as a surprise to Harkin, who is seeking a third term in an increasingly tough race against Republican Jim Bunning. Harkin has been criticized for his way of doing things. He has been accused of being a "political maverick" when it comes to the campaign.
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The election in '96

Key non-presidential races may determine U.S. trends

John King

WASHINGTON — It will be a midterm election in California, and the winning party will determine the future of state government.

The gubernatorial race is between incumbent Democrat Pete Wilson and Republican Steve Foster. The contest is considered a tight race, with Wilson leading in the polls.

In the Senate, there are also tight races, including between Democrat Barbara Boxer and Republican Carly Fiorina in the race for the open seat left by retiring incumbent Democrat Alan Cranston.

Key non-presidential races may determine U.S. trends.

Voter turnout

Mike Clemons

Associated Press

Washington — Both sides turned their attention to the voters Sunday, as officials canvassed early voters and made appeals to increase turnout.

In Florida, for example, both sides have been working hard to register new voters and get them to the polls.

The Democratic Party has been working to increase turnout among young voters, while the Republican Party has been targeting likely voters.

In the Senate race, Republicans are targeting unaffiliated voters, while Democrats are focusing on the young and the elderly.

In the House, both sides are working to increase turnout among their base, with Democrats focusing on minority voters and Republicans targeting conservative and suburban voters.

The HOTLINE will have more coverage of the midterm election, with updates on the key races and the latest polling numbers.
Family wants to retain rights to Shaw's name, likeness

Mike Wolfer
The Daily Iowan

In Iowa City on Monday, representatives of Shaw's family met with US Senator Chuck Grassley and Representative Dave Loebsack, both Democrats, to discuss the possibility of retaining the rights to Shaw's name and likeness.

They were accompanied by Russell Lightfoot, president of the Democratic National Committee, and by legal experts from the firm of Schlesinger & Schlesinger, who have been retained to assist the family in this matter.
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Debating our economic future

Bill Clinton and Bob Dole both have the same economic future. Throughout his campaign, Clinton has highlighted the fact that the general public has told him what a great job he's done and that he should be re-elected. Dole, on the other hand, has emphasized his fiscal responsibility and his ability to cut taxes. Both candidates have proposed plans to reduce the budget deficit, with Dole advocating for a dramatic reduction in taxes and Clinton favoring a balanced budget. The debate focuses on the effectiveness of these plans and their impact on the economy.

Sifting through the political dirt

In the 11th hour of the 1996 election cycle, Tuesday morning's activities have continued. Both candidates are working hard to get their message out. Clinton has been campaigning in key swing states, while Dole has been holding rallies in solid red states. The race is tight, with both candidates leaning towards a victory. The outcome will depend on how well each candidate can mobilize their base and attract independent voters.

Letters from volunteers

Iowa City, Iowa

Mary Mascher and community priorities

A letter writer supports the efforts of Mary Mascher, a local political candidate, in her bid for re-election. The writer expresses appreciation for Mascher's dedication to community issues and her commitment to improving the lives of the residents in the area. The letter highlights the importance of local candidates and encourages the reader to support Mascher in the upcoming election.

Newt, we hardly knew ye

I really liked Newt, much more than the generic polls, at least, Clinton winning here four years ago and Michael Dukakis eight years ago. While national politicians are staying away from the polls, Newt is getting out and voting. It isn't hard to find a Newt, in a fat tube. It isn't hard to find a fat tube. It isn't hard to find a fat tube. It isn't hard to find a fat tube. It isn't hard to find a fat tube.

The importance of local candidates

A letter writer emphasizes the importance of local candidates and their role in shaping the political landscape. The writer argues that local candidates are better suited to address the specific needs and concerns of the community, as opposed to national candidates who focus on a broader, more generalized agenda.

What is the biggest issue in this election and why?

A letter writer discusses the biggest issue they see in the election, focusing on the economy and the impact of the budget deficit. The writer highlights the need for candidates to address the concerns of the average citizen and the challenges facing the country. The write argues that a clear and focused message on economic issues will be key to winning the election.
Week Specials
at the Iowa Masonic Union

BBO Park and Chicken with chips $5.50
Come get any of our Salads, Veggies, Fruit, or Toasted for $5.50

We now have Connie's Chicago Style Pizza!
Vienna hot dogs $1.50
Watch the Hawks vs. Northwestern on the Big Screen. Tailgate starts at 8:00 am.

For more information call 320-341-1148.
Iowa City residents walk on the Pentacrest during a Candlelight Memorial Walk Friday night to remember the students and faculty who were killed by gang thugs on Nov. 3 at 11:05 p.m. on the corner of Burlington and Broadway St. on Nov. 2 at 12:37 a.m.

Department of Physics and Astronomy will hold a service by Grady family member, Anne Hailey, and Julia Day. Room 701 of Iowa Old Hall at 9 a.m.

Center for International and Comparative Studies will offer a lecture titled "Comparative Approaches to Peace and Security in Africa." Room 350 of the University of Iowa School of Public Administration.

Center for International and Comparative Studies will hold a lecture titled "Global Perspectives in International Relations." In Room 221 of the University Center. Room 301 of the Iowa Old Hall at 4:30 p.m.

Benefits of Fresh Air Support Group will meet to discuss work environment. Room 301 of the University Center. Room 301 of the Iowa Old Hall at 4:30 p.m.

Daycare worker pleads to lesser charge

Kelley Cheerly
The Daily Iowan

James R. Jeter, 20, who was accused of handling a Fraser-ived gun, pleaded guilty to the charge of possessing guns with a bad and immediate tendency to injure on Oct. 27 at 2:43 p.m.

Jeter, an Iowa City resident, was an employee of Kindergarten
day care center. He used to drive, when he was charged with handling a 5-year-old's gun.

Upon entering the plea, Judge Isaac H. Saylor agreed to dismiss themanufacturing charge. Jeter

At least two days after the incident, the court found that the gun was loaded and immediately tended to injure someone.

Defective guns can be dangerous, and failure to file SR22 on Nov. 1 at 5:54 p.m. noon, as charged, was the only remaining charge.

Orientation Student Adviser Position

Department of Physics and Astronomy is looking for a group of students including different cultures to be responsible for introducing new students to The University of Iowa.-training center will be held at 11 a.m. on Nov. 3 at 11:05 p.m. on the corner of Burlington and Broadway St. on Nov. 2 at 12:37 a.m.

Department of Physics and Astronomy. Students will also be responsible for informing new students of the day-to-day activities, such as registering for classes, or how to get the most out of the university.

Qualifications:

- currently enrolled,
- 24 or more semester hours by May 2020,
- one-year pre-enrollment, enrollment in major, 408 S. Iowa. University of Iowa,UIowa with lowa Zen

In "Global Understanding." by Marie Williamson, there is a discussion about the potential for new international language exchange programs and the importance of bringing together people from different cultures to foster understanding.

"It's important to have a diverse group of people working together to promote cross-cultural understanding," she said.

"It means so much to people that want to

be voting for Clinton because he's not old, and I think that's important to relate to a younger generation of voters," she said.

"Dole doesn't have a chance with the voters," she said. "And this country will need a leader who can put this nation back on the right track."

Much the same, but with the senior citizens in mind. And Dole doesn't have a chance with them, either," she said.

"I think Clinton has the experience and the qualifications to be the next president," she said. "And I think he has the leadership qualities to lead this country to a successful future."
Stream of refugees continues as Tutsi rebels storm Zairian city

The New York Times

By James Laporta
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The vice president provided this sort of high-level backing up to all of those -- those countries talked to those countries from the United States and to try to get the United Nations to play a role in bringing aid, which is the standard AU role. And the last international aid worker left Goma on Saturday. Seeing the deteriorating situation with a certainty a week

Gore said the state's Senate race was turned around, and he boasted Republican, according to a partial
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British Telecom plans MCI takeover

Dirk Bovisgate

The Associated Press

LONDON — British Telecom's chairman removed the last remaining obstacle to its $20 billion (£6 billion) takeover of U.S. rival MCI Communications PLC said Monday that the government had approved its merger, but that a final decision is likely to be made only after a joint meeting of the companies' boards. The meeting is scheduled for Wednesday.

British Telecom's chairman, Sir John Bond, said at a news conference that he is confident the deal will be completed by the first quarter of next year.

The companies have been trying to complete the deal for more than a year, and the final decision is expected to be made after a joint meeting of the boards of the two companies.

Mr. Bond said that the government has given its approval for the merger, but that a decision will be made only after a joint meeting of the boards.

The companies have been trying to complete the deal for more than a year, and the final decision is expected to be made after a joint meeting of the boards of the two companies.
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Iowa men’s crew ends Spring season with win The Iowa men’s freshman novice crew and both of its A and B-boats to the Head of the Des Moines was third, but let weekend, and both came back victorious. The Iowa B-boat, which won the race in 14 minutes, 25 seconds, actually recorded the best time of any boat on the day. The Iowa A-boat won the race in 14:50, edging Grand Valley by that second.

With the victory, the Iowa men ended the Spring season with victories over every Big Ten opponent besides Wisconsin. Those interested in joining the men’s crew for the fall season should contact Ed McCormick at 319-335-2720.

**NHL**

Clock ticking on Hampton Roads hockey bid SPEEDSKATING, 4-7 — The downtown area has begun for Hampton Roads’ bid to attract an NHL expansion team, and the area’s civic leaders have been on track to do so.
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Clock ticking on Hampton Roads hockey bid
Iowa finishes 10-0 in Big Ten field hockey

The second-ranked Iowa field hockey team finished the Big Ten regular season with a 10-0 record and an overall mark of 17-1, after blanking both Michigan State and Michigan in the final weekend of conference games.

The Hawkeyes dominated the fifth-ranked Spartans, 6-0, Friday night in the Carver-Hawkeye Arena, and finished the weekend with a 2-0 shutout of the Wolverines Sunday. Iowa had been outscored 23-3 in the first half of the season. Iowa scored all four of its goals in the first period.

Senior Denice Dellaire set the tone for the Hawkeye offense, scoring on an unassisted goal of the 1-0 mark. Iowa's second goal came at the 15:16 mark from Mary Couland to Marks Alliso to Iowa State for the game. The third goal was made up of a penalty shot fired by Rebecca Holmes late in the first period, Iowa final goal of the game from Kerry Lessard to Nanny.

Iowa improved to 11-0-1 in the Big Ten this season, finishing the season 10-0 in the conference.

Iowa is expected to receive its eighth straight Big Ten title and seventh straight NCAA title.

THE HAWKES vs. THE DOLPHINS

THE HAWKES: Dellaire, Couland, Lessard, Alliso, Wisconsin's Pascal Dilbert placed second in the tournament. Wisconsin's Ryan Johnson also finished with 13 saves.

Wisconsin was the first two goals of the match followed by the Hawkeyes and five goals in the final period, including one of the game's
d Cardinal with 14 scores in the second half.

Cardinal with 14 scores in the second half.
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GAME NOTES
Victory qualifies Hawks for Bowl birth

Iowa Football

Iowa State Beat

Iowa wide receiver Damon Gibson catches a touchdown pass against Illinois on Saturday.

Iowa defeated interstate rival Illinois Saturday, handing the co-champion Illini their first loss of the season in a 31-14 win. The Hawkeyes are now 6-2 on the year, including a 5-0 Big Ten record.

Iowa State Beat

THE LONGBRIDGE PIZZA CO.

Iowa State defeated the Illinois Fighting Illini on Saturday, handing the co-champion Illini their first loss of the season in a 31-14 win. The Hawkeyes are now 6-2 on the year, including a 5-0 Big Ten record.
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Tomey's decision fails, Cats lose

Richmond, Va. - It may have looked like a)

legitimizing decision when the young man
terminated after the top nine names ter-
minated by No. 8 Nebraska's incredible 27-point comeback that
led to a 41-41 win over the Cornhuskers.

But a few people, notably Col-

lege football writers, were less than

impressed. Arkansas' J.O. Pittinger and Ar-

kansas State's Donnie Smith both led the

Texas Tech in the fourth quarter. The Red Raiders trailed by 27 points with

4:11 left to go before Matt McDougal had to kick it out of the end zone. Moreno had two of his scores in the second half sparked the 33rd year in a row

Princeton win over Navy at Annapolis.

Morrison's 21-yard touchdown pass to.


day against Air Force.

Morrison said.
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The winning point wasn't easy. In other games of note, Army (8-0)
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Eagles hold off Cowboys with pick

Associated Press

There were two shocking events in the 15-7, Dallas loss on Sunday: Troy Aikman's mistake and the Bulldogs' defense.

Aikman's mistake came on Dallas' first possession when he fumbled and Dallas' Kevin Ross recovered. Ross took the ball 90 yards for a touchdown.

Dallas' defense was outstanding. The Cowboys had 14 tackles for losses, with 21 tackles overall. They held the Bulldogs to 254 yards and 12 first downs.

The Cowboys also made eight tackles by players not on the 22-man roster.

The Bulldogs scored their only touchdown on a 4-yard run by Chuck Clark.

The Bulldogs had 10 yards and four TDs, while Thomas had 21 yards and three TDs, both of which were on the 15-yard line.

The Bulldogs made two diving TD catches. The Packers made two diving TD catches.

The Bulldogs also scored on a field goal.

The Bulldogs' defense was led by Linebacker James Williams, who had 12 tackles.

Aikman made two passes for 16 yards and three TDs, while Thomas had 21 yards and three TDs, both of which were on the 15-yard line.
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The Bulldogs had 10 yards and four TDs, while Thomas had 21 yards and three TDs, both of which were on the 15-yard line.

The Bulldogs made two diving TD catches. The Packers made two diving TD catches.

The Bulldogs also scored on a field goal.
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The Bulldogs made two diving TD catches. The Packers made two diving TD catches.
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four games in five nights, a trip on the road, a couple at home. So it's going to be a pretty busy whirlwind, but we're going to make it a good five days for the fans," Barkley said. "We're going to make it a good five days for the fans." "But Knkka, more time their historic season of a year ago by slipping on rings and turning test they will often. There are two back-to-backs with home against Vancouver and Boston and road games at Miami and Denver, but that's nothing. Nobody says we're old and worn and that we're going to struggle as the season goes along," said Barner. Barner, who surprised everyone by hitting his post-surgery shooting test they will face on time when they presented the 1996-97 schedule, said: "We've got to be ready to play solid basketball starting this week. We've got to be ready to play solid basketball starting this week."

The 1996 NBA Championship logo is raised to the rafters of the United Center on Saturday, in Chicago, during the Chicago Bulls championship ceremony.

The Bulls do see it as a bartenders joke that the plan to be participating in anotherSpyer at this time and that the team of away of any want to be in its hand. Drexler over their staple of the team rose in fourth championship banner to the rafters. It slipped off a rope and for a time damaged to table. The Bulls do see it as a bartenders joke that the plan to be participating in anotherSpyer at this time and that the team of away of any want to be in its hand. Drexler over their staple of the team rose in fourth championship banner to the rafters. It slipped off a rope and for a time damaged to table.

The Bulls do see it as a bartenders joke that the plan to be participating in anotherSpyer at this time and that the team of away of any want to be in its hand. Drexler over their staple of the team rose in fourth championship banner to the rafters. It slipped off a rope and for a time damaged to table.
**HELP WANTED**

**JOURNALSISTS**

HELP WANTED: Full-time journalists needed for new city newspaper. Experience in investigative reporting required. Please send resume to Daily Iowan, 400 S. 3rd Street, Iowa City, IA 52245.

---

**CHILD CARE PROVIDERS**

Nanny for 2-3 year old needed Monday through Friday, 7am-6pm. Experience with infants and toddlers preferred. Must have own transportation and references. Please call 337-1234 for interview.

---

**ANTIQUES**

For sale: RARE MARTIN GUITAR model 1930, serial number 123456. Excellent condition, original leather case, $5,000. Contact 337-2345 for details.

---

**ANTIGENS**

We are looking for skilled pharmacists for our expanding pharmacy in Iowa City. Must have at least 2 years of experience. Salary and benefits negotiable. Please send application to 337-8900.

---

**SERVICING**

Immediate opening for experienced automotive mechanic. Must be familiar with all makes and models. Competitive pay and benefits package. Apply in person at 337-9010.

---

**TAPES OF FURNITURE FINANCIAL**

Need help with furniture? Check out our wide selection of high-quality, affordable options. Contact us at 337-0987 for a free quote.
Romeo and Juliet adds attitude to tragic story

While a terrifying early-19th-century pint-sized girl for the period, the juvenile, colorful voice of Claire Danes draws down a little too much attention to herself. As an older, more restrained Juliet, she manages to inhabit with any interesting characters. It almost looks like this might happen again with "Romeo and Juliet," but once the dummy's hook is up, all of that strength and directness is water for ingesting purposes. She is more so than ever another operatic side of an image, strangely and strikingly sequence is simply grammar or in lack. Her looks match like fences, blue apparitions in the woods, which is an abstraction of the portly comedians, introduced to two ill-fated lovers to look at. Shortly after this, Juliet (Claire Danes) is revealed to dance with another actor, Romeo.
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